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The Traveler is the official newsletter of the Cornell 
University Chapter of Acacia Fraternity. It is publi-
shed semi-annually and mailed to alumni, fellow 
chapters, friends, and family of the active members 
of the chapter.

The current and past issues of The Traveler can be 
found on our website: www.cornellacacia.org.

The statements made and the opinions expressed 
in this publication are independent of the Univer-
sity and Interfraternity Council (IFC). The chapter is 
solely responsible for the contents of this publica-
tion.

We welcome correspondence regarding this publi-
cation, as well as any other questions, comments, 
or concerns. They should be addressed to:

Acacia Fraternity
c/o Alumni Affairs

318 Highland Road
Ithaca, NY 14850-2302

(607) 257-7055

Alternatively, we can be contacted via email: 
acacia@cornell.edu

As the Co-Deans of Alumni Affairs, we believe 
this semester is definitely one to cherish . 
Firstly, thank you to those who have assisted 
in the completion of The Traveler. The many 
respectable men who reside in the Halls of 
Acacia continue to model excellence and 
human service are ones dear to us and we 
wouldn’t want to miss the opportunity to 
exhibit this.

Throughout the semester, Acacia has recruited 
a pledge class of 6 members. Young men who 
wish to belong to the Acacian Fraternity and 
to serve for eternity. Amongst this process, 
the brothers have accomplished goals of re-
establishing Acacia’s social network, achieving 
financial stability, and sustaining the home 
we call Northcote. These are few of the many 
accomplishments that we would like to display 
to you alumni.

We ask again to all alumni to continue reaching 
out to us Actives as well as the Corporation 
Board. As much as we would like to inform you 
all of updates within the house, we also want to 
learn from those before us.

ALWANY ANGELES TAVERAS (1235) ‘21
TOMO TOKUYAMA (1225) ‘20

dean oF aluMni aFFairs

26
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Fall 2019 Chapter Roll
Executive Board:

DARIAN PENICHET GARCIA JASSO (1216) 
Venerable Dean

Hotel Administration
2020

Guadalajara, Mexico

DAIKI TSUNODA (1229)
Treasurer

Hotel Administration
2021

Tokyo, Japan

LUCAS ANTHONY FRANCIS WESSELIUS 
(1232) Senior Dean

Government
2021

Stroudsburg, PA

RAYMOND LIAO (1228)
Technologist

Information Science
2021

Staten Island, NY

LORENZO DE ALBA (1237)
Co-Junior Dean

Economics
2022

Manhattan, NY

TYLER SANDERS (1236)
Recruitment Chair

Atmospheric Sciences
2021

Niagara Falls, NY

JOSE COVARRUBIAS (1202)
Dean of Scholarships

Chemical Engineering and Biochemistry
2019

Veracruz, Mexico

TOBY LEUNG (1212)
Design and Environmental Analysis

2019
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

KENT TAKADA (1222)
Senior Stewart

Mechanical Engineering
2020

Harrison, NY

ALEJANDRO HERNAN FLORES (1231)
Junior Dean

Industrial and Labor Relations
2021

Staten Island, NY

BYUNG JOON KANG (1233)
Policy Analysis and Management

2021
Queretaro, Mexico

DEREK DONGKYU MIN (1234)
Fine Arts

2021
Seoul, Republic of Korea

JULIAN MANEGAL SILVERIO (1230)
Chemical Engineering

2021
Astoria, NY

ALWANY ANGELES TAVERAS (1235)
Co-Dean of Alumni Affairs

Biological Engineering
2022

Lindenhurst, NY

TOMO TOKUYAMA (1225)
Co-Dean of Alumni Affairs

Information Science
2020

Yokohama, Japan

TOSHI TOKOYUMA (1240)
Secretary

Computer Science
2022

Yokohama, Japan

GILBERT AKUJA (1238)
Applied Economics and Management

2022
Nakuru, Kenya

AUSTIN MACK (1226)
Economics

2020
Tokyo, Japan

VASILIOS ZAHARIOUDAKIS (1242)
Co-Junior Dean

Hotel Administration
2022

Ionnina, Greece

MATTHEW BLOCK (1239)
Junior Stewart
Government

2021
Miami, Florida

JAE WOO KIM (1218)
Economics

2020
Maputo, Mozambique
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ARMONY BRIGHTLY BAILEY (1243)
Brotherhood Chair
Biological Sciences

2022
Brooklyn, NY

KIERAN TIN
Pledge

American Studies
2021

Charlotte, NC

HAKAN CAMLI 
Pledge

Government and Economics
2022

Chicago, IL

MOHAMED ABDALLA 
Pledge

Computer Science
2022

Fairfax, VA

COLIN BENEDICT 
Pledge

Indutrial and Labor Relations
2021

Fort Covington, NY

SHUBHAM MATHUR 
Pledge

Mechanical Engineering
2022

Raleigh, NC

ANDREW ARDIZZONE 
Pledge

Atmospheric science
2020

Syosset, NY



Venerable Dean
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Message from Our 
Corporation Board President
Greetings! 

For the first time in many years, there were no major maintenance projects performed over the 
summer. I don’t know if this is the proverbial calm before the storm, or if we have done such 
a good job of preventive maintenance that we’re finally reaping the rewards! We did have the 
long-awaited Bar extension built (planned maintenance) near the pool table to cover the waste 
pipe that is only partially submerged in the concrete floor. And, the vanity tops in the
Suite Bathroom and Center Room Bathroom were both replaced because neither had an over-
flow drain and we didn’t want to risk water damage due to an overflowing sink. Of course, there 
are always things that wear out or break (showerheads, window screens, doorknobs, etc.) and 
trees that get damaged by Mother Nature which require the attention of an arborist. And, there 
seems to be an ever-growing list of new things that we need to do (e.g. fence in the backyard to 
comply with recent IFC regulations regarding Social Events). And, there are things that simply 
don’t hold up to the extreme conditions that are part of fraternal living (e.g. Bar Room radiator 
covers that rust/corrode due to beer spillage). So, the Corporation has plenty to spend money 
on, but little in reserve. We are saving for the “rainy day” when the 28 year-old shingled roof 
decides it is time for replacement.

The Active Chapter recently signed six Fall Pledges, which is unprecedented for Acacia (we’re
lucky to get 1 or 2 each year). The house is still not completely filled, but I’m optimistic that we
will have a full house next fall. The future of Cornell Acacia will hopefully be positive, but
without Alumni financial support, it will not be. I continue to be perplexed by the fact that the
majority of our 600+ alumni choose to NOT even pay their annual dues (which can be done via
snail-mail or PayPal www.paypal.com to AcaciaCorpBoard@cornell.edu). Also, please check
out the Cornell Acacia website (https://www.cornellacacia.org/) which has recently undergone a
major overhaul. We still need your financial assistance, now. While some of you might have
financial, personal, or health issues, most of you do not! To those alumni who generously
financially support Cornell Acacia, our heartfelt thanks! To the rest of you, please help out
YOUR fraternity.

Please email or call me if you have comments, concerns, suggestions, want to get involved, or
simply want to say hello. It would be wonderful if I heard from some of you so I know you are as
concerned, yet encouraged, as I am about the future of our beloved Acacia. The Mailbag column
continues to be extremely short of news to share! Certainly there must be news (good and bad),
so please share it.

Fraternally,
Steven L. Stein 1973 (787)
[339 E. Miller Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850-9431; 607-277-3125; cell 607-351-3901; sls8@cornell.edu]
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DARIAN PENICHET GARCIA-JASSO (1216) ‘20
VeneraBle dean

Venerably Speaking
Moving On With Our Lives

The hardest thing about being an Acacian is leaving the house. It is a slow and painful process where 
we first see our older brothers abandoning us, then we realize the people that rushed us are all absent, 
and then we come to terms with the fact that we will be next. Although I will have one last semester 
after this one it will be a bittersweet one. Brother Leung, who was one of my first friends in Acacia is 
graduating a second time. He is not the only one getting a masters this semester either. Brother 
Covarrubias, the only older brother left from when I joined the house will also be moving on from 
Cornell. I could not be happier for them, seeing them accomplish their goals and going to do great 
things in their field; and I know I will see them again soon too. Yet, I find myself, the oldest Acacian in 
Northcote, and I wonder: once everyone from the Acacia I first met, will it still be Acacia?

This must hardly be an original thought. Our legacy at Cornell spans over one hundred years; 
surely there was a brother with this same question, this doubt, this fear. We are often educated on “why 
Acacia is”, “what Acacia means”, yet, “who Acacia is” varies by semester with Northcote’s inhabitants. I 
have heard it from alumni too, and you, the reader, can probably also attest to this. The cause of this is 
also one of our strengths: every brother can make an impact. Acacia empowers every member to bring 
about change and a lasting influence is possible for he who dares. The effects of such an experience 
can carry on to one’s life for great benefit. It gives one the confidence to challenge status quos in their 
social or professional life. Ultimately, it reminds me that we strive to “have a greater influence in the 
communities in which we may reside”. Our founding axioms still ring true nowadays.

 Although “who Acacia is” changes, I think that we can answer “what does an Acacian have?” Every 
semester we look for qualities in our newer members that fit our ideals. Because ideals and values, 
unlike personalities, are unwavering in men of character. Selflessness is often misunderstood by the 
cynics as a weakness, yet in a group like ours, it is our collective strength. Alone, there is just so much 
one can achieve. When we know that we can truly trust our brothers’ altruism then we have the 
courage to push our ambitions further than we ever thought. Were we to fall or stray from our 
righteous path, we could not doubt that our brothers’ concern or harsh reprimand comes from a place 
of concern. It provides the basis of safety in our home and trickles down to every daily interaction.

This guiding trait also extends to every person we know. Often we hear about the amiable nature of 
our fraternity and the quality of our brothers’ characters. Nothing could ever make me prouder. In my 
own subjective interpretation of our motto, there could never be anything more human than kindness. 
I find solace in knowing that even after I leave, all Acacians can come back to different brothers that 
carry the same legacy, same values, and same ambitions as did we all.

           Fraternally, 
         Darian Penichet Garcia-Jasso
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Achieving
Financial Stability
DAIKI TSUNODA (1229) ‘21
treasurer

Provided the uncertainty of the number of members both joining and leaving, budgeting/overloo-
king the finances of Acacia has been a challenging process. However, serving as the treasurer has 
been a very valuable experience for me. The position has taught me how to file a tax exemption 
form, or more importantly, create a budget that not only satisfies our short-term needs, but also 
contributes to our financial sustainability in the long term.

Compared to last semester, our reserve has increased significantly with the induction of 7 new 
brothers in Spring 2018, and this positive trend is expected to continue with our Fall Pledge Class 
amounting to 6 more brothers. While in my previous article I mentioned how large projects such 
as renting an annex would not be feasible in our current state; if we are able to maintain a strong 
rush process, as well as budget effectively, such a process is no longer a dream, but rather an op-
tion. That being said, having more is always better – at least in terms of money. As mentioned, the 
unstable nature of fraternities is an inherent risk we always have to tackle with. Therefore, as my 
term comes to an end this semester, my goal is to continue this trajectory by transferring the past 
treasurers’ knowledge to the new treasurer.

Finally, I would like to use this 
opportunity to thank the past 
treasurers for making processes 
such as filing the tax exemption 
form significantly easier. Without 
the guidance, I don’t know how I 
would have been able to complete 
such tasks. Though I won’t be able 
to maintain my legacy in terms of 
documentation, (because the ones 
we have right now are extensive 
enough) through my budgeting, I 
plan to plant money trees for the 
future as it is the perfect place for 
shade.
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Brotherhood
Bonding

This year, my focus as Brotherhood Chair is to develop a stronger bond 
between the brothers in the Halls of Acacia; therefore, I am planning 
to host a bowling event, a variety of house tournaments, and several 
professional development workshops. These events will help foster a 
brotherhood in which people not only strive for improvement within 
themselves and those around them but also creates an environment in 
which long-lasting memories are founded. 

ARMONI BRIGHTLEY BAILEY (1242) ‘22
Brotherhood Chair

Re-establishing
Acacia
LORENZO DE ALBA (1237) ‘22 & VASILIOS ZAHARIOUDAKIS (1242) ‘22
junior dean

As Co-Social Chairmen, we have taken Fall semester as a chance to re-establish 
the reputation of Acacia. To begin with, we have thrown a variety of themed 
parties in order to appeal to a greater Cornell audience. It is in our greatest 
interest for freshmen students to better learn our interests, our brothers, and our 
values. By establishing a theme, we can make sure that the people attending 
will know our brothers’ backgrounds, cultures, interests and thus find people 
that share their experiences within Cornell, thus maintaining, expanding, and 
manifesting the legacy of the diverse, social environment of Acacia.
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This fall semester began with Cornell’s semesterly Orientation and PREPARE Week. These two 
volunteer opportunities allow us, as brothers, to connect with incoming freshman and give 
them their first possible taste of Cornell. Prior to the semester, we strive to make our events 
as memorable as we can for our guests. This rush season included a few IFC events along with 
events that we held at and out of the house such as barbecues, tournaments, and bowling. One 
of my personal favorite events is something we call BT which means “Back Then” where every 
Thursday we get together to reminisce on stories from past times. 

We’ve gotten a pretty large fall rush class and they’re only the finest of new members. My plan 
for Rush Chair includes, but is not limited to, making sure we have better sorority connections 
along with keeping an active contact list of PNMs for next semester. I would also like to thank 
Brother Penichet Garcia Jasso for collaborating with me to make rush as smooth as possible.

Patience
No Rush in Recruitment
TYLER SANDERS (1236) ‘21
reCruitMent Chair
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Looking Back as 
We Move Forward

It’s a pleasure to serve as the technologist for our brotherhood. Taking upon this responsibility 
gives me large shoes to fill, literally and metaphorically. Brother Schultz made huge strides as 
our technologist last semester by helping Steve upgrade the entire wifi network throughout 
the house, streamlining and fixing any problems with the house printer in the office, and trying 
to gain access to the house’s server which stored a myriad of resources over the years. With 
help from Brother Choi, our website was overhauled last winter break but not much progress 
has been made since. I have made getting the website up to date and visually appealing a 
priority for my term as technologist. In addition, I would like to work alongside Steve once more 
to consolidate all the wifi networks in the house to one single network, which would make it 
easier for brothers and guests alike to access it. Besides those two projects, I would like to get 
our security cameras up and running and push for a fundraising campaign to purchase a new 
television for the commons to keep our leisure time up to date with the times, from 1080p to 4K 
UHD. As we enter the next decade of the 2000’s, the house should be up to date technologically 
to help ensure the best experience for all of our brothers and it’s my duty to provide counsel to 
make it successful.

RAYMOND LIAO (1228) ‘21
teChnologist
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How to Contribute to Our 
Chapter of Acacia Fraternity

donating By Mail
STEP 1:

Make a check out to the Corporation Board

STEP 2:
Mail the check to:

STEP 3 (Optional):
Say Hi! Attach a short letter about yourself and what you’ve been 
up to lately; we will make sure to add it in the alumni mailbag 
section of the next Traveler!

Alumni Affairs
318 Highland Rd,
Ithaca, NY 14850

donating By paypal

Log in to your PayPal account

Click the Send & Request tab

STEP 5:
Enter any amount (with an optional attached note) and click ‘continue’

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

Choose the ‘Send to friends and family in the US’ option
STEP 3:

Address the payment to:
STEP 4:

STEP 6:
Finalize the payment! Click ‘Send Payments Now’

AcaciaCorpBoard@cornell.edu

Northcote has been and will continue being the home of all 1243 of us 
brothers. If you would ever like to make a contribution to the house, it 
could be done so in 2 simple ways!
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To the Next Generation
LUCAS ANTHONY FRANCIS WESSILIUS (1232) ‘21 

SENIOR DEAN

This semester we have had 6 new brothers join our ranks, all of whom we are ecstatic to have in the 
house. In the time that we’ve had with them, I’ve come to get to know each individual and can say 
with certainty that they are exactly the group we need, bringing energy, leadership, and brotherhood 
into the house and giving the Acacia fraternity a good name. Additionally, while they started out with 
many of them meeting for the first time at induction, they have come to become a strong group and 
their pledge class bond is one of the strongest ones I have seen. I am excited to see them take up lea-
dership positions in the future and help continue to make Northcote a great place to live.

As this is my last semester as the Senior Dean, I’ve been attempting to put more of the pledge process 
on the Senior Dean drive, providing all my insights over the three semesters I have served as such. 
My hope is that this will be of use to future Senior Deans in figuring out how they will want to run the 
pledge process and ensure the success for the future of Acacia. 

Acacia itself is in good hands with this future pledge class. I could see all of them stepping up to 
become leaders in the future and filling the shoes of those who’ve come before them. All of them fit 
well into Acacia, and their own strong identities and personalities fit well within the house, showing 
that being an Acacian is something that distinguishes an individual from the rest; being the best of 
the best. I’m excited for the future as we continue to grow the house and grow as a house to strive for 
greatness.



Shubham is a sophomore in the College of Engineering with 
a passion for helping people and creating new initiatives for 
problems he sees in the world. He was born in Raleigh, North 
Carolina and lived there until coming to Cornell, but growing up 
with immigrant parents and learning the traditions of India along 
with the American traditions allowed him to capture a unique 
perspective and nurture interests across a wide range of genres. 
This year, he started Cornell University’s first Combat Robotics 
team (CUCR) and is leading a group of 70 students to several 
competitions around the US as well as raising several thousand 
dollars to fund the team. Shubham is a fan of interior design 
and enjoys spending time on home improvement like lighting 
systems, bed frames, kitchen appliance holders, and more. He 
wishes to join Acacia to live and spend time with his new brothers 
and make the house an even more fashionable place than it 
already is.

Andrew Ardizzone is majoring in Atmospheric Science. He is a 
senior and is graduating in spring 2020. He is interested in finding a 
job in the field of meteorology but is not exactly sure where yet. His 
hobbies include playing piano and guitar as well as wrecking Kent 
and Toby in FIFA. Andrew is interested in Acacia because he has 
been hanging around at the house for the last two years and found 
that he enjoys the brotherhood and vibe. 

Fo r t  C o v i n g t o n ,  N Y

Colin Benedict is a Kaniekehaka Mohawk from the Akwesasne 
Mohawk Territory. He is a junior studying in the School of 
Industrial and Labor Relations. After graduation, Colin hopes 
to pursue a Ph.D. in Sociology researching Labor Leading on 
Climate Change, approaching it from an Indigenous Philosophies 
perspective. His hobbies include hockey, lacrosse, and 
waterskiing. Colin joined Acacia because of the inclusive nature 
of the Fraternity. It is rare at Cornell that you find communities 
that respect and celebrate individuality, however, the brothers at 
Acacia exemplify the traits of inclusion, excellence, and respect.
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C O L I N  B E N E D I C T

R a l e i g h ,  N C
S H U B A M  M AT H U R

S y o s s e t ,  N Y
A N D R E W  A R D I Z Z O N E

RUSH ACACIA
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May I introduce you to...
ACACIA’s Fall 2019 Pledge Class!

New Pledges

Hakan Camli is from Chicago and is majoring in Government 
and Economics. He is an inquisitive individual aspiring to bring 
new ideas and unique energy to Acacia. His interests are varied 
and include multiple fields of study. From basketball to political 
science to Physics, his desire lies only in learning and growing as an 
individual. 

Kiran Tin is from Charlotte, North Carolina and has spent his 
entire life living there before coming to Cornell. Kiran is majoring 
in America Studies in the College of Arts and Sciences and is 
graduating in 2021. He is passionate about music, soccer, and 
history. He joined Acacia for a simple reason because he wants 
to be here. He loves the people, the house, and the sense of 
community they gave. 

Mohamed Abdalla (Mo) is a sophomore in the College of 
Engineering. Mo is from the DMV, Northern Virginia. He moved to 
VA from Dubai 3 years ago. Mo’s major is Computer Science. His 
favorite sport is Track & Field. His favorite event is the mile or 2 
miles if he is feeling it. Mo comes from a multicultural background, 
which is why he likes Acacia; living and growing up with a diverse 
family is one of the very reasons for his interest in being a brother 
at Acacia Fraternity.  

C h a r l o t t e ,  N C
K I R A N  T I N

Fa i r f a x ,  VA
M O H A M E D  A B D A L L A

C h i c a g o,  I L
H A K A N  C A M L I
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Halls of Acacia
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The fall semester began with a number of brothers ready 
and willing to run over the other intramural soccer teams. I 
couldn’t have been more happy about the teams’ efforts and 
the connections among the brothers involved. Along with 
intramural soccer, brothers have been urging each other to 
attend gym workouts together. Specifically, Brother Angeles 
Taveras and Brother Raymond Liao have been actively holding 
us all accountable for getting to the gym on our scheduled basis. 
As Athletics Chair, I will continue to promote a healthy home 
with fun simple activities such as having a football catch in the 
yard so we can all stay fit. As fall is getting closer to winter we will 
have to plan accordingly. I will continue to stay adamant about 
workout habits and all intramural opportunities. I’ve seen interest 
in intramurals such as basketball (best sport), flag football, and 
rugby. I plan on holding workout sessions for basketball since we 
can all use some help draining threes. 

Health Is Wealth
TYLER SANDERS (1236) ‘21

athletiCs Chair
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Live to Serve
RAYMOND LIAO (1228) ‘21
philanthropy Chair

Service has always been a significant part of my life, even when I was a child. It began when my mother 
put me into the Boy Scouts in the 4th grade. I had the opportunity to work with many youth leaders 
and Eagle Scout projects that completely changed communities for the better. In high school, I was 
heavily involved in Key Club, the largest and oldest student-led community service organization. I had 
the opportunity to serve as a Lieutenant Governor my senior year where I supervised the 9 Key Clubs 
in my borough of Brooklyn. In that position, I got to travel across all five boroughs and work alongside 
amazing like-minded individuals to better our homes, schools, and communities. 

During my time as Venerable Dean, I made it my mission to help embody our motto of “Human Servi-
ce” in each and every brother. The two semesters of my time in office had our chapter at the top of the 
IFC’s GIVE Initiative, an initiative that partnered Cornell fraternities to local events in the greater Ithaca 
community. In my mission to continue this momentum, I’ve continued to enforce a minimum of 10 
service hours per brother as they go about their time on campus. Additionally, I want to improve our 
presence in the community as well by asking brothers to find causes that are close to their hearts and 
find two that we can contribute to. Acacia continues to give back to the community both within Corne-
ll and Ithaca but the sky’s the limit for our impact.



MATT BLOCK (1239) ‘21
junior steWard
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This past semester I have had the pleasure of serving as the chapter’s Junior Steward – a 
rewarding position that I feel has both brought me closer to the house as a whole and 
challenged me with responsibility for such a vital part of the house as the Kitchen. At the center 
of it all is our incredible house chef, Gio, whose culinary experience and creativity keep us 
fed and happy. I view my responsibility as Junior steward in this regard to be twofold: First, to 
maintain a healthy and positive relationship between the chapter and our favorite chef; Second, 
to ensure that Gio, alongside our daily kitchen cleanup crews, has a sanitary, functional, and 
organized workspace to craft the meals that we enjoy so much. A full belly begets a happy life 
and a healthy mind. 

I am also happy to say that our kitchen is seeing more use than ever, as many Brothers, as well 
as several of our current pledges, enjoy the art of cooking as well. Whether it be for a quick bite 
before classes, or for a midnight snack, the kitchen sees nearly constant use – a fact that makes 
me even more proud that our Chapter works to keep our culinary space clean and presentable. 
I fully intend to ensure that successive Junior Stewards keep up the good habits and work ethic 
that have worked to make Acacia’s meals among the best at Cornell.

If You Can’t 
Stand the Heat ...
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Robert E. Baker 1953 (537) shared that when he read the Spring 2018 Traveler and saw that Bill 
Burnett 1953 (490) had passed away, it reminded him that Bill was responsible for his joining 
Acacia.  Bob keeps in touch with Scott DePalma 1953 (492) who was a roommate during Bob’s 
5th year.  Acacia today seems much different than in the early 1950’s.  He recalls a really good 
fellowship of brothers but less involvement in the type of activities featured in recent Travelers.  
Bob tried to give Acacia as much as Dusty Rhodes (the czar of the Chem E School) would per-
mit, but his grade suffered the year he was Venerable Dean.  A scholarship student with a very 
limited budget, Bob values his Acacia experience quite highly and won’t ever forget those years.
[517 Belvidere Ct., Hendersonville, NC 28791-3246; rebjlb@gmail.com]

Dr. Allan F. Burns 1958 (616) sold their beach home and down-sized.  He has 8 grandchildren 
and 9 great grandchildren.  He was planning a trip to Italy and an 11-day Mediterranean cruise. 
[113 Saratoga Pl, Cape Charles, VA 23310; AllanBurns@usa.net]

Dr. David A. Gorelick 1968 (717) and wife, Naomi, made 2 international trips to Australia and 
New Zealand last February and to Israel for bat mitzvah of a granddaughter.  They plan to conti-
nue travelling as long as their health allows.
[3316 Old Forest Rd, Baltimore, MD 21208-3101; DavidGorelick1@gmail.com]

Jerry W. Kreider 1968 (720) is happy to be healthy enough to continue his travels.  He booked his 
7th continent last November with trips to Australia (Nov. 2018) and Scotland (May 2019). [200 
Price Ave, Unit 2, Narberth, PA 19072-1953; jerrys2k@comcast.net]

Steven L. Stein 1973 (787) just spent 6 days in Rochester helping his youngest child, Jenna, move 
into and get settled in her new home in Chili. 
[339 E Miller Rd, Ithaca, NY 14850; sls8@cornell.edu]

Thomas J. Balcerski 2005 (1063) enjoyed seeing Paul Hayre 1991 (970) and Jose Covarrubias 
2018 (1202) at the Cornell Alumni Leadership Conference in Boston in February 2019 where he 
also saw Tom Ricketts 2003 (1051), Jay Ayres 2004 (1052), and Zach Samuels 2004 (1069). 
[4-75 48th Ave, #2609, Long Island City, NY 11109-5524; tjb36@cornell.edu]

Hanny A. Carp-Martinovici 2006 (1071) got married last spring.  Surprise!  And, congrats to 
Brother Igor Dolgalev 2005 (1068) on his recent marriage. 
[11314 Buckleberry Path, Columbia, MD 21044-1008; hacarpm@gmail.com]

Roman Markh 2006 (1072) recently took a new job as a surgical PA in central New Jersey. 
Roman congratulates Hanny Carp-Martinovici 2006 (1071) and Igor Dolgalev 2005 (1068) on 
their nuptials.  Anything is possible! 
[3 Cannon St, West Orange, NJ 07052; roman.markh@gmail.com]
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donor    roll  Class pledge year
Lane J Abrams                    (915)      1984     PL 1981
Curtis B Alliaume Jr.            (919)      1984     PL 1981
Robert E Baker                   (537)      1953     PL 1950
Thomas J Balcerski Ph.D. *      (1063)     2005     PL 2002
Elie Yakov Bilmes               (1118)     2010     PL 2007
Richard E Brewer *               (687)      1965     PL 1963
Stewart L Burger *               (738)      1970     PL 1967
Martin S Cardinali               (918)      1984     PL 1981
John (Jack) W Carlson            (689)      1966     PL 1963
John W Carpenter III *           (959)      1990     PL 1987
Hanny A Carp-Martinovici        (1071)     2006     PL 2003
Christian Choi                  (1195)     2016     PL 2014
Brian P Clapp *                 (1100)     2009     PL 2006
Edward A Conroy                  (592)      1957     PL 1955
Michael I Cvijanovich *          (981)      1994     PL 1991
Christopher P Deane *            (908)      1983     PL 1980
L. Walter Deitrich               (627)      1960     PL 1957
Robert S Fash *                  (594)      1958     PL 1954
David R Fischell PhD *           (800)      1975     PL 1972
Robert T Franson                 (636)      1961     PL 1959
Paul B Goldberg *                (755)      1971     PL 1968
David A Gorelick                 (717)      1968     PL 1965
Matthew S Harris                (1042)     2002     PL 2000
Paul N Hayre *                   (970)      1991     PL 1989
Charles David Hernandez         (1142)     2012     PL 2009
Charles S Hong                  (1043)     2001     PL 2000
Steven R Horowitz *              (966)      1992     PL 1989
Alan L Jette                      (895)      1982    PL 1979
Patricia M Kehe                   (L1)      1979     PL 1979
William L Keltz                  (632)      1961     PL 1958
Jerry W Kreider *                (720)      1968     PL 1965
Allen M Male                     (643)      1962     PL 1959
John Male *                      (600)      1958     PL 1955
Mark F Maltenfort                (831)      1977     PL 1974
Roman Markh                     (1072)     2006     PL 2003
Daniel R Merrill PhD             (907)      1983     PL 1980
Robert C Merritt *               (807)      1975     PL 1973
Samuel C Morrie                  (833)      1977     PL 1974
Stanley R Niman *                (783)      1973     PL 1970
Jacob S Padilla                 (1199)     2017     PL 2014
Todd Peskin *                    (994)      1995     PL 1993
Thomas L Ricketts *             (1051)     2003     PL 2000
Peter M Rimshnick *             (1060)     2005     PL 2002
Joshua D Roth                   (1049)     2003     PL 2000
Nathan ‘Tommy’ Thomson Roth    (1115)     2009     PL 2006
Continued on next page

Honor Roll 2018-2019



- Brian Tracy
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MAKE YOUR LIFE A 
MASTERPIECE; IMAGINE 

NO LIMITATIONS ON 
WHAT YOU CAN BE, 

HAVE OR DO.

donor    roll  Class pledge year
Zachary A Samuels               (1069)     2004     PL 2002
David J Sangree                  (917)      1984     PL 1981
Mark A Schaten MD                (923)      1984     PL 1982
Bruce G Schneider *             (842)      1978     PL 1975 
Thomas W Schultz               (1181)     2015     PL 2012
Neil Francis Sharp               (560)      1955     PL 1952
Eden Slegr                        (788)      1973     PL 1971
Earl L Stone III                  (725)      1968     PL 1965
Frank F Tetz                      (554)      1955     PL 1952
Frederick W Tierney Jr. *        (763)      1971     PL 1968
R. Marvin Townsend               (555)      1955     PL 1952
William A Utic *                 (836)      1977     PL 1974
John M Walsh III                 (603)      1958     PL 1955
Barbara Warner Deane             (L12)      1983     PL 1979
Howard S Zwiefel III *           (734)      1969     PL 1966

60 Donors      23 Brother Tree Leaf recognitions
* after name indicates Brother Tree leaf recognition



Dale H. Freelove 1953 (464) - 1/16/1998 Daniel P. Smith 1968 (723) – 9/14/2019
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Chapter Eternal

Let us 
acknolwedge and 

honor the lives of the 
brother alumni who 

recently passed in 
the chapter eternal
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